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Abstract - Loss of adhesion is one of the main forms of degradation of old renders, in the form of 
separation of different render layers or between render and substrate, producing anomalies, such as 
debonding, detachment, cracks and lacuna on the render. In the present paper a study developed at LNEC 
– National Laboratory of Civil Engineering of Portugal – is presented, concerning restoration techniques 
for historical renders by consolidation using grouts for adhesion restitution. Lime grouts for consolidation 
should be mechanically, physically and chemically compatible with the original render, as this is a 
practically irreversible treatment. The aim of the study was the discussion of characteristics of grouts, 
considering both compatibility and efficacy. Several grouting mortars are selected, the methodology of 
the study and the laboratory tests carried out are described, as well as the critical analysis of the results, 
and the conclusions are summarized. Some proposals for future research are also presented. 

1 CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained showed that mortars A and B have general favourable characteristics. They fulfil 
the basic requirements for grout mortars, thus they can be used in old renders conservation for adherence 
restitution, as long as these are strong  and well carbonated renders. Grout mortar C was found to be 
weaker and more deformable than the other tested grout mortars. With the low characteristics obtained, 
grout mortar C could be used to consolidate weak renders; however, it was observed that it didn’t harden 
during the 90 days of curing time, probably due to difficulty of carbonation inside the voids. 

The grout mortar choice depends on the pre-existent renders mechanical behaviour and decay 
(lacunae/detachment deepness, humidity rate in the wall, etc.). Hence, considering the tested grout 
mortars, mortar B should be chosen for more resistant existing renders (compressive strength > 6,1 
N/mm2, according to the requirements defined in table 1, which is a rather high value for old lime 
renders). 

Concerning water absorption, all the tested grout mortars should be used only on old renders with 
capillary water absorption coefficients, calculated at 5 minutes, lower than about 5 kg/m2.min1/2. 

Mortar B has an hydraulic binder, mortar C has a pozzolanic additive to get hydraulic characteristics 
and it is possible that mortar B has also pozzolans as additives. However, in the case of mortar C, 
apparently the pozzolanic additive didn’t react, because a powdery texture was observed. 

The development of grouts with hydraulic characteristics is important; indeed it allows their hardening 
in spite of low carbonation rate inside the wall, not exposed to the air [8]. As a result, mortar B presented 
lower water absorption, higher mechanical strength, higher shrinkage and lower deformability.  However, 
the addition of hydraulic binders should not be excessive in order to prevent a high increase of 
mechanical strength which contributes to the development of anomalies in the old renders, as detachments 
or cracks. 

This research must go on by developing new grout renders formulated in this investigation framework, 
with optimized behaviour. The formulations should be improved, by altering the proportion of hydraulic 



binder or pozzolanic additions, by choosing aggregates with better grain size distribution and adequate 
admixtures, in order to optimize several characteristics such as: fluidity, solidification, penetration and 
carbonation.  

The continuation of this study will allow us to go deeper in this area and diffuse the knowledge through 
the international and national technical environment in order to contribute to the improvement of the 
conservation interventions in historical renders using traditional materials. 
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